
 

 

 

Brussels Labour Executive Committee 
 

Minutes Monday 5 March  2018   
 

 
1.Apologies: Jo, Eleanor, Tim 
 
2. Minutes & action points of the last meeting and matters arising 
   Minutes approved 
   Tom will draft a letter of thanks to Sir Jonathan Faull for Keir to send 
   Jos to contact Claire Moody MEP regarding LME participation in a joint fringe event at conference  
 
3. Reports from officers and correspondence 
 
a. Chair  

 Keir will chair the AGM if Jo is unavailable  
 

 
b. Treasurer 

 The Treasurer reported that the accounts are in credit.   The accounts have been completed and just need to be formally 
approved and signed by the auditors. Jos has prepared a draft budget but he noted it also needed to include a provision 
for the John Fitzmaurice lecture – it was suggested that a second pub quiz could be organised to fundraise for such 
activities.  It was also suggested to find a cheaper venue than the Press Club – for example one of the sister parties’ 
offices.  Jos reminded those present that expenditure over 500 euro should be approved by the AGM.  It was suggested 
that the next Executive Committee might wish to consider to set up a small team to work on fundraising, as well as 
considering what issues might need to be addressed concerning the future of the Branch after Brexit.  

 
c. Secretary 

 There were no outstanding issues from the Secretary.  
 

 
d. Membership Secretary 

 Sue has obtained the list of LI members in Belgium, and will contact those individuals who are not currently BL 
members. She will clarify who has paid their BL membership before the AGM.  Sue is also responding to requests from LI 
regarding the size of the BL membership 

 
4. Branch meetings and other events in 2018 
 

 AGM: Jos noted that he might be late arriving at the AGM as a NPF meeting had been organised in London on the same 
day. Imogen and Tom volunteered to take care of the catering. The Secretary will prepare the report and arrange for the 
documents to be printed for the meeting.  

 The meeting with Jon Ashworth MP due to be held on 5th March was cancelled as his travel plans were rearranged.  Jos 
will contact John McDonnell, Tom has also contacted Chuka  Ummuna’s office.  For the meeting on 25th April, it was 
suggested that Imogen could contact the Scottish Labour MEPs – Catherine Stihler and David Martin, to have a 
discussion about current issues in Scotland, including Brexit.  

 It was proposed to move the Executive Committee meeting from the 9th May to the 2nd May to avoid any holiday 
clashes.  
 

.   
5. LI 

 Rosemary will contact LI to ask if the volunteer position of Brexit coordinator is still open.  
6. NPF 

 Jos reported on the NPF meeting he attended in February – his report can be found here. Jos sits on the Economy, 
Business and Trade Commission and he noted that the consultation documents will be launched shortly.  He also noted 
the elections for places on the NPF will shortly taking place and expressed an interest to stand again as the LI 
representative.   As well as reporting back on the NPF at the AGM, it was suggested to contact BL members who would 
be interested in getting involved in the process, and supporting Jos’ participation more generally.  

 

http://www.labourinternational.net/the_npf_met_in_leeds_in_february_2018


 

 

 
 
7. Sister parties 
  

 Communal elections.  It was suggested to propose to the next Committee that they should appoint a Campaigns 
Coordinator to manage the different campaigning opportunities, including the upcoming Communal elections.  The first 
opportunity to get involved would be sister party activities for MayDay, and it was suggested to use the opportunity of 
the AGM and to highlight the need to register to vote and campaigning opportunities for the elections. It was suggested 
to invite Sister Party representatives to attend the meeting on the 2nd May.  

 
 
8. Communications, website, mailings, Germinal 
 

 Imogen will produce an issue of Germinal for the AGM, focusing on women’s history month.  The articles will also be 
posted separately on the website.  
 

9.  AOB 
 
 Keir noted that Sue and Paul were standing down from the Committee and thanked them for their service.   

 
9. Date of next meeting 9 April  


